
 

 

 The election is less than two weeks away. A 

war is being waged by the Corrupt Establishment 

Elite, Media and DNC to stop God's Cyrus from 

becoming President of the U.S. The bias in favor 

of HC and against DT has become so blatant that 

the media has lost any semblance of objectivity 

that it may have had left. The final battle for the 

soul of America is being waged right now.   

 Be not mistaken, if you want to preserve what's 

left of this country and delay the inevitable for a 

few more years, you have no choice who to vote 

for in this upcoming elections. Do not be mislead 

by the respectful facades of the people bringing 

railing accusations against DT. These are the very 

same people who secretly meet behind closed 

doors and worship the devil in demonic rites.  
 

 
 

 They are puppets of the devil and his minions, 

who smile at you with big smiles while at the 

same time shedding innocent blood, planning the 

destruction of America and the whole world. If 

you believe the flood of negative propaganda the 

media monsters are pushing down your throats 

and choose to ignore the warnings concerning this 

upcoming election, do so at your own risk. 

  

In doing so, you will make the same mistake the 

German people made back in the 1940's whenever 

they turned a blind eye to the danger they faced.  
If HC gets into the WH, liberal Supreme Court 

Justices will be appointed that will rewrite laws 

affecting our Christian liberties and open the 

doors for the likes of Soros to sink their talons 

deep into our land and destroy it for good.  
  

 
 

 The choice this nation faces on this upcoming 

election is simple; an imperfect man who may not 

fit your expectations but who God will use to (in 

his own words) drain the swamp in Washington 

DC, or a corrupt candidate who is a part of an 

antichrist system that wants to tear down the very 

foundations of Christianity in America. 

 HC and the liberal left have shown that they 

have nothing but contempt for family, traditional 

values and our Christian heritage. According to 

hacked Podesta emails from WL, HC confidants 

have mocked evangelicals and Catholics.  We are 

in a deadly battle right now for the very soul of 

this nation that will be decided at the polls during 

the upcoming November 8 Presidential elections.   
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 You have the ability in this country right now 

to fight back the enemy and the evil plans he has 

for you and this nation with intercessory warfare, 

and at the ballot box in the form of votes. If you 

do not stand up right now for what is right, the 

persecution of true believers in our LORD Jesus 

Christ will intensify in the coming years not only 

in this nation, but all over the world. 

 

 
 

 Any negative comment against the religion of 

Islam is defended immediately by president BO 

as well as HC. Yet others may say and do much 

worse against Christianity and believers in this 

nation and all you hear is silence from them. 

During the recent Gettysburg address DT said that 

he wanted to replace the present US government 

with a new government by and for the people. 
 The spirit of Korah is upon many people right 

now who are speaking against God's choice for 

leader of this nation.  Rebellion against God's 

authority and choice for a leader had severe 

consequences back in the days of Moses. Earth 

opened up and swallowed their families and 

possessions. Fire came down from heaven and 

killed those who joined with Korah in rebellion. 

 The same thing will happen again (Num. 16). 

Those who are sensitive to God's voice will know 

who the LORD wants in the highest office of the 

land. They will hear and understand that God has 

raised up DT as His Cyrus to govern this nation 

and give His people a chance against the demonic 

onslaught that is rising up from the pit of hell. 

 I know that DT carries the mantle of Cyrus, 

and that He is God's chosen one for this hour. 

This has been confirmed to me by the LORD in a 

real time, tangible prophetic experience I had 

during a recent trip to Cincinnati, Ohio that I took 

with my wife earlier this year. Cyrus will break 

off the strongholds of the elite who seek to usher 

in NWO and Global Religion into our nation. 

 
"Thus says the LORD to his anointed, to Cyrus, 

whose right hand I have held, to subdue nations 

before him; and I will loose the armor of kings, 

to open before him the two-leaved gates; and the 

gates shall not be shut; I will go before you, and 

make the crooked places straight: I will break in 

pieces the gates of bronze, and cut asunder the 

bars of iron."  Isaiah 45:1-2 
 

 Cyrus II of Persia, commonly known as Cyrus 

the Great was used of the Most High to conquer 

the Babylonian Empire. King Cyrus was a man 

with an upright heart who respected the customs 

and religions of the lands he conquered. During 

his 1st year King Cyrus issued a decree to rebuild 

the House of God in Jerusalem (Ezra 6:3-12).  

 Daniel the Prophet and God's people prospered 

under the reign of King Cyrus of Persia (Daniel 

6:28).  He even made a decree after Daniel was 



delivered by the Almighty from the den of lions 

that the God of Daniel was the true living God. 
 

 
 

Daniel 6:26-27  I make a decree, That in every 

dominion of my kingdom men tremble and fear 

before the God of Daniel: for he is the living 

God, and steadfast forever, and his kingdom that 

which shall not be destroyed, and his dominion 

shall be even unto the end. He delivers and 

rescues, and he works signs and wonders in 

heaven and on earth, who has delivered Daniel 

from the power of the lions.  
 

 The welfare of this land, you and your family 

depend on whether God has His way in this 

upcoming election. I pray that the people of this 

nation do not fall prey to the wiles of the devil 

through media mind control, rigged polls and 

vicious attacks on God's choice for president of 

this nation. This effective strategy is deceptive 

and has one goal; discourage you so that you quit. 

 There is some discouragement that has begun 

to come upon the Church as a result of this. This 

is not the time to quit and lay down your weapons 

of warfare. You must fight discouragement and 

stand on the promises of God. The Church must 

not forget that we are the children of the Most 

High; commissioned to pray for these things.  

 The leftist controlled media has attacked DT 

over his repeated allegations that the election is 

rigged.  However, according to recent revelations 

there is a growing concern that many voting 

machines in a significant number of states have 

been linked to a company that is tied directly to 

billionaire globalist leftist George Soros, who is 

personally funding Hillary Clinton's campaign. 

 There is much fraud that's already taking place 

at the voting precincts. Votes being switched by 

the machines from DT to HC, and the ability to 

track the votes with paper trail outlawed in some 

states.  This has been done for many decades by 

the DNC leftists/socialists. However, this election 

is so crucial, that this must be stopped and not 

allowed to take place at any cost. 

 This ministry has fought for this nation for 

many years that the LORD might stay His hand of 

judgment and bring healing to this land. We have 

been resisted by many self righteous preachers, 

watchmen and those who were filled with spirits 

of fear, doubt and unbelief; who had the spirit of 

Jonah and wanted to see this country destroyed. 
 

 
 

 Many, thinking that the battle was over have 

quit; threw down their swords and took off their 

armor. However, this year we saw the beginning 

of the dismantling of the NWO agenda with the 

Brexit vote and UK exiting the European Union. 

A similar process is now in motion to remove the 

NWO demonic talons from this land.  The battle 

is not over my friends; it has merely begun.  

 This nation is at a crossroads and probably the 

most dangerous time in its history.  We are fast 

approaching the time when George Washington's 

vision of a global war involving this country will 

be fulfilled. Fighting and bloodshed may once 

again fill the streets of America regardless of who 

wins the election on November 8. 

 However, it does matter who is leading this 

nation when this happens. There is an ancient 

proverb: "The enemy of my enemy is my 

friend." These words have never been truer than 

now.  TIME IS SHORT; take what is written 

here to prayer, and ask the Holy One of Israel to 

guide you as to what to do in the remaining time.  

PRAY AND ACT.   Shalom my friends.  


